Case Study

B.A.S.H. serves up a unique food and dining experience

Project:
B.A.S.H. Burger &
Sushi House
Ottawa, Illinois
Product:
Full-View Aluminum
Model 3295
Bronze Powder-coat
Clear Glass
Construction Type:
Remodel
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Summary
An international culinary experience to appeal to every palate. B.A.S.H. Burger and
Sushi brings together friends and families with their beautiful, modern décor and
cuisine. The original building was restored to integrate more textures. Brick, wood,
metal, and glass all blend together to bring this Sushi American fusion to life. People
come for the food and stay for the fun atmosphere of B.A.S.H. Burger and Sushi,
located in the heart of Starved Rock country.
Challenges
The owners wanted to upgrade their patio space and replace big windows with
functionally flexible doors so the space could be open to take full advantage of
beautiful summer days but also have the often capacity-filled restaurant still feel
“open and airy” during the cold winter months.
How the Product Helped
The full-view doors created a way to blend one additional element to this fun space:
the outdoors. The new, modern, bronze rails and clear glass create an exterior
building facade that now matches the theme of the restaurant. Fun. Modern.
Intriguing.
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Additional Insights
• Bash is a unique hip and trendy spot in the heart of
traditional Ottawa, Illinois. The addition of the garage
doors that open to the patio area allow for additional
seating without making diners feel separated from the
experience.

Let C.H.I help you with your next building project.
Learn more about C.H.I Commercial Doors
Connect with a C.H.I. Dealer
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